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The rapid development of modern communication technologies-in particular, (mobile) phone communications-has largely 

facilitated human social interactions and information exchange. However, the emergence of telemarketing frauds can significantly 

dissipate individual fortune and social health, resulting in potential slow down or damage to economics. Fraudulent activities are 

increasing rapidly with technology development of global communication in recent years. Millions of people suffer with frauds 

terribly. In existing works the problem of mining fraudsters and fraudulent strategies in a large-scale mobile network. By 

analyzing a one-month complete dataset of telecommunication metadata in shanghai with 698 million call logs between 54 

million users, we find that fraudsters and non-fraudsters behave differently on communicating with others. In addition, fraudsters 

have preferences over users age and activity in phone communications when they choose targets. In proposed work, exploratory 

analysis, considered and proposed a novel semi-supervised model to distinguish fraudsters from non-fraudsters. The proposed 

model demonstrates that achieves a significant improvement comparing with several state-of-the-art baseline methods. The first 

challenge is caused by data sensitivity. How to unveil fraudulent strategy to better understand fraud is the second challenge. The 

third challenge is the label imbalance. To address the first and second challenge, we design and construct several exploratory 

analyzis on our real mobile network to study the behavior patterns of fraudsters. We disclose several fraudulent strategies based 

on our experiments. This project can potentially inform policymaking for government and mobile service providers     

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Fraudulent review activities are increasing rapidly with 

the technology development of global communication in 

recent years. Millions of people suffer with frauds 

terribly. For instance, in China, phone fraud has been 

acknowledged as a significant problem. Estimations by 

both Qihoo1 and Tencent2 show that there are over 500 

million phone frauds in 2016, which causes financial 

loses around 16.4 billion USD. Meanwhile, less than 3% 

of these cases are resolved. On August 29th of 2016, a 

college professor at Beijing was reported to have lost 2.67 

million USD to a phone fraudster who claimed himself as 

a judicial officer. Besides the financial impact on 

individuals, the consequences of phone frauds have been 

even more tragic, even life-threatening. Fraud detection 

has attracted lots of efforts. However, the data 

availability and high sensitivity have caused this domain 

to be largely untouched by academia. Most existing work 

on fraud detection [1], [2], [3], [4] construct experiments 

on synthetic data or real-world data with limited scale. In 

this paper, we study on a large-scale mobile social 

network in real world, which covers a complete set of call 

logs in Shanghai and spans 30 days from September 1st to 

30th, 2016. For each call log, the anonymous phone 

numbers, along with the starting and ending time of the 

conversation, are recorded. We also obtain annotations of 
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fraudsters made by crowd. Still, there are many other 

challenges remained. The first challenge is caused by 

data sensitivity, which forbids us to access the content 

information of each call log. It would be easier to detect 

fraudsters by monitoring particular topics in calls’ 

content such as financial transfer. Without content 

information, due to privacy issue, we are forced to use 

meta information to make the inference. How could well 

educated people, like college professor in the above case, 

be swindled? Through our study, we show that user’s 

information might has been seriously leaked and 

fraudsters select targets according to some strategy, 

instead of randomly (See details in Section 3). How to 

unveil fraudulent strategy to better understand fraud is 

the second challenge.It is worthwhile to highlight our 

contributions as follows: Based on a real 

phone-communication data, we disclose how fraudsters 

and non-fraudsters behave differently in mobile network. 

We study the “precisefraudulent strategy” and appeal to 

everyone to make the sure the protection of personal 

information has been brought to the forefront.We 

propose a novel framework to distinguish fraudsters 

from others in given mobile network. We validate the 

effectiveness of our model on alargescale mobile network 

in real world. 

The proposed method is based on the probabilistic 

graphical model, which has also been applied in fraud 

reviews detection [31], social event extraction [32] , signal 

processing [33], etc. Many graph-based methods only 

consider limited types of features, which are mostly call 

frequency and call duration. In this work, by studying 

and distinguishing fraudsters from non-fraudsters, we 

propose several general and effective features. We 

believe that our features can benefit other work on fraud 

detection. Another difference between our work and 

others is that, to the best of our knowledge, we are the 

first to study fraudulent strategy.  

2. EXISTING WORK 

In many literatures, fraud detection is formulated as a 

binary classification problem. That is, given a set of 

phone numbers, predict whether each number is normal 

or fraudulent. For example, Weatherford et al. [23] utilize 

user profiles that store long-term information and train 

neural networks to differentiate fraud behavior 

andnormal one. Instead f neural networks, Yusoff [4] 

propose a model based on Gaussian mixed model 

(GMM) as the classifier. Dominik uses a threshold-type 

classification algorithm [24]. The major limitation of 

classifier-based methods is that, its performance is 

heavily influenced by annotations, and will be hurt when 

the label is sparse. In this work, we propose a 

semi-supervised learning framework to further utilize 

unknown labels and improve the performance. 

DISADVANTAGES 

 The system is not implemented by Ego-network 

characteristics. 

 The system doesn’t find the concept in which 

Fraudsters and non-fraudsters behave differently on 

communicating with others. 

2.3.2. PROPOSED WORK WITH ADVANTAGES 

The system designs and construct several exploratory 

analysis on our real mobile network to study the 

behavior patterns of fraudsters. We disclose several 

fraudulent strategies based on our experiments. For 

example, we find that fraudsters have preference on 

young people, and ones who are active in phone 

communications. We also find that it is better for us to 

hang up the fraudulent phone call immediately, instead 

of spending time on slagging off the fraudster to avoid 

receiving more fraudulent calls.  

 

Based on our discoveries, we design a novel factor graph 

based model, FFD, to distinguish fraudsters. More 

informationand preference on choosing targets. We 

further propose a semi-supervised learning framework to 

utilize both the known and unknown labels and address 

the label sparsity challenge. According to our 

experiments, we see that our model achieves an 

improvement on F1 of 0.278 comparing with several 

state-of-the-art methods. It is worthwhile to highlight our 

contributions as follows: 

ADVANTAGES 

 Based on a real phone-communication data, we 

disclose how fraudsters and non-fraudsters behave 

differently in mobile network. 

 The system studies the “precise fraudulent strategy” 

and appeal to everyone to make sure the protection of 

personal information has been brought to the forefront. 
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 The system proposes a novel framework to distinguish 

fraudsters from others in a given mobile network. 

 The system validates the effectiveness of our model on 

a large scale  mobile network in real world. 

_  

3. MODULES AND ITS DESCRIPTION 

1.Admin 

In this module, the Admin has to login by using valid 

user name and password. After login successful he can 

do some operations such as  View All Users and 

Authorise,Add Products, View All Products, View All 

Products Reviews, View All Reviews by Rates, View All 

Products Recommendations. 

2.User 

In this module, there are n numbers of users are present. 

User should register before doing some operations.  After 

registration successful he has to login by using 

authorized user name and password. Login successful he 

will do some operations like View My Profile, My 

Accounts, View All Products, View All My Purchased 

Items and Products, View All Recommended Items and 

Products for Me 

3.Data Preparation 

In this project, we use the way that  websites like Olo and 

Travels guide was used. A review is associated with a 

rating score in a five-star scale.  Each Products is 

associated with a category label and a textual description  

Loading All the Reviews of Customers for Analysis . 

 

4.Analyzing Review  

For detection of fraud online reviews, we start with raw 

text data.  A dataset which was already labeled by the 

previous researchers, remove unnecessary texts like 

article and prepositions in the data. Then these text data 

are converted into numeric data for making them 

suitable for the classifier.  Important and necessary 

features are extracted and then classification process took 

place Reviewers Information is taken and analyzed by 

EM Algorithm. 

 

5.Detection of Fraud 

A. Each review goes through tokenization process first. Then, 

unnecessary words are removed and candidate feature words 

are generated. Each candidate feature words are checked against 

the dictionary and if it’s entry is available in the dictionary then 

it’s frequency is counted and added to the column in the feature 

vector that   corresponds the numeric map of the word. 

Alongside with counting frequency, The length of the review is 

measured and added to the feature vector. Finally, sentiment 

score which is available in the data set is added in the feature 

vector. We have assigned negative sentiment as zero valued and 

positive sentiment as some positive valued in the feature vector 

 

 

 

4. Simulation Results: 

 

 

Screen 1: home page 

 

 
Screen 2:admin page 

 

 

Screen 3 Report Showing Reviews on Products 

 

Screen 4 View all Fraud 
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Screen 5:View Sentiments 

 

 

Screen 6 View Products and Review IT 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we study the problem of mining fraudsters 

and fraudulent strategies in a large-scale mobile network. 

By analyzing a one-month complete dataset of 

telecommunication metadata in Shanghai with 698 

million call logs between 54 million users, we find that 

fraudsters and nonfraudsters behave differently on 

communicating with others. In addition, fraudsters have 

preferences over users’ age and activity in phone 

communications when they choose targets. Inspired by 

our exploratory analysis, we then propose a novel 

semi-supervised model to distinguish fraudsters from 

non-fraudsters.Experimental results demonstrate that 

our model achieves a significant improvement 

comparing with several state-of-the-art baseline 

methods. As for the future work, it is interesting to think 

about how to discover a fraud group, instead of an 

individual fraudster, consists of fraudsters with different 

roles and duties. Based on this, the collaboration patterns 

of different fraud groups can be disclosed.  
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